Secure Workforce
Mobilisation
Are your users pushing
for increased mobility and
BYOD/CYOD? Telstra Purple can
help you enable this securely.
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Benefits
Identifies future requirements for mobility from both the
businessand user perspective
Allows the secure introduction of flexible working practices
Ensures corporate data remains secure and reduces the risk of data breach
Define a strategic roadmap for mobility
Allows the introduction of BYOD/CYOD
Increased user productivity leading to operating efficiencies.

Deliverables
Discover: Review current infrastructure and processes
Assess: identify future operating requirements and collate to allow formation of mobility strategy
Evaluate: Evaluate current and future technologies suitable for satisfying
strategic goals
Recommend: Provide a strategic report suitable for C-level business
and technology stakeholders defining mobility requirements from a
business and user perspective, identifying possible technologies and
how they will satisfy defined mobility goals. The report will also detail
the security requirements that ensures corporate data stays secure and
controlled.

It is becoming increasingly common for
employees to request flexible working
practices, working from home or on the move.
In addition, organisations are coming under
pressure to allow access to corporate data from
non-corporate devices. By working with you,
Telstra Purple can help develop your mobility
strategy and implement it with the security wrap
required to give organisations the confidence
that data won’t end up in the wrong hands or on
the wrong device. Telstra Purple has a wealth of
experience in helping organisations of all sizes
understand their users’ mobility requirements
and define & implement effective mobility
practices that enable operating efficiencies.

The Engagement Process
The first step is for us to understand your current
infrastructure, applications and working practices
foreach area of your business. Applications may
not be suitable for delivery via a mobility strategy in
their current form. We hold workshops and conduct
interviews with your key business and technology
stakeholders to analyse and understand your existing
and future operating model and drive out the
mobility requirements. We will then review current
securityofferings and make recommendations on
how mobility could be securely implemented within
your organisation, ensuring any corporate data stays
controlled and secure.

The Engagement Process
Recommendations for a device strategy and
selection process will be provided, as well as
detailing how the all-important security elements will
ensure data stays secure and controlled, regardless
of the device usedto access it.
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A team of 1500 technology experts across the globe specialising in network, cloud,
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4
Regions
Built on a foundation of acquisitions we are a powerhouse of demonstrable
experience and expertise. We’re committed to collaboration. We bring the
best people across our organisation together with yours to design, build
and deliver outcome-based solutions.

Best in Breed Partnerships

We’ve built strong global partnerships with industry leading vendors including
Microsoft, AWS & Cisco but always deliver purpose-built solutions, with
people at the centre.
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